This paper presents a Wireless Information-Theoretic Security (WITS) scheme, which has been recently introduced as a robust physical layer-based security solution, especially for infrastructureless networks. An autonomic network of moving users was implemented via 802.11n nodes of an ad hoc network for an outdoor topology with obstacles. Obstructed-Line-of-Sight (OLOS) and Non-Line-of-Sight (NLOS) propagation scenarios were examined. Low-speed user movement was considered, so that Doppler spread could be discarded. A transmitter and a legitimate receiver exchanged information in the presence of a moving eavesdropper. Average Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) values were acquired for both the main and the wiretap channel, and the Probability of Nonzero Secrecy Capacity was calculated based on theoretical formula. Experimental results validate theoretical findings stressing the importance of user location and mobility schemes on the robustness of Wireless Information-Theoretic Security and call for further theoretical analysis.
Introduction
Security has maintained, over the last decades, a key role in wireless communications. Recent published works have renewed the interest of researchers for physical layer-based security, formulating the Wireless InformationTheoretic Security (WITS) concept, opening the way for fruitful advances in both academia and industry. Wireless Information-Theoretic Security suggests that perfect secrecy [1] in wireless communication between a transmitter and a legitimate receiver in the presence of an eavesdropper (passive intruder) is achievable even when the average Signalto-Noise Ratio (SNR) of the main channel (established between the transmitter and the legitimate receiver) is less than the average SNR of the wiretap channel (established between the transmitter and the eavesdropper) if both channels are considered to be characterized by quasistatic Rayleigh fading. Thus, we are able to bypass the limitation of the classic Gaussian wiretap channel model [2] [3] [4] , according to which the average SNR of the main channel had to be larger than that of the wiretap channel in order to establish Shannon's perfect secrecy.
Wireless Information-Theoretic Security can be implemented as an independent solution for security in wireless networks, or it can function in complementary fashion next to other implemented solutions [5] [6] [7] [8] . Wireless InformationTheoretic Security key parameters such as the Probability of Nonzero Secrecy Capacity P(C s > 0), the Outage Probability P out (C s < R s ) = P out (R s ) for a given target secrecy rate R s > 0, and the Outage Secrecy Capacity P out (C out ) were thoroughly discussed in [9, 10] . Its theoretical findings are extended to include use of LDPC channel coding scheme as a means of opportunistic channel sharing [11, 12] . However, the lack of experimental measurements and empirical results challenged the scheme's reliability and robustness in relation to real-life conditions and actual propagation environments.
In this paper, Wireless Information-Theoretic Security has been determined in autonomic networks by considering 2 EURASIP Journal on Wireless Communications and Networking Rayleigh fading channels. Furthermore, a series of experimental measurements were conducted in order to provide a test bed for computation and evaluation of these fundamental metrics of Wireless Information-Theoretic Security, in the scenario of moving users in autonomic networks. An ad hoc network was set up, comprising of autonomic users (laptops connected via 802.11n embedded network adapters) moving in low-speed fashion (thus discarding any possible Doppler spread phenomena). The average SNRs of both main and wiretap channel were acquired via appropriate equipment and the Probability of Nonzero Secrecy Capacity was calculated in order to evaluate WITS in an actual outdoor environment with Obstructed-Line-ofSight (OLOS) and Non-Line-of-Sight (NLOS) schemes that comply with WITS main and wiretap channel assumptions (Rayleigh fading). The results demonstrated a significant impact of relative user location on the WITS reliability as a physical security solution.
The paper is structured as following. Section 2 presents the concept of Wireless Information-Theoretic Security and discusses its key parameters. Section 3 addresses a user movement scenario and its impact on the key parameters of Wireless Information-Theoretic Security, for a certain mobility model. Section 4 features the measurement topologies and the methodology of the experiment for the aforementioned case study of user movement. In Section 5, the results are discussed whereas Section 6 includes conclusions and, finally, in Section 7 open issues for future work are addressed.
Wireless Information-Theoretic Security
The possibility of a Nonzero (strictly positive) secrecy capacity P(C s > 0) is calculated, for Rayleigh fading channels instead of the classic Gaussian scheme, to be nonzero (strictly positive) even when the average main channel SNR γ M is less than the wiretap channel SNR γ W , albeit with a possibility less than 0.5 [9] :
In [10] , the Probability of Nonzero Secrecy Capacity was provided as a function of the path loss exponent n and the distance ratio d M /d W , d M being the distance between the transmitter and the legitimate receiver, and d W is the distance between the transmitter and the eavesdropper:
In [9, 10] , a path loss exponent of n = 3 was considered, based on an average path loss exponent value estimation in [13] . The channel-dependent variation of the path loss exponent [14] [15] [16] in outdoor and indoor environments, depending on the various mechanisms contributing to the signal attenuation, in an obstacle-dense environment, was proven to largely compromise the Wireless InformationTheoretic Security scheme [17] , due to the rapid decrease of the Probability of Nonzero Secrecy Capacity. In [18] , the closed-form expression for the Outage Secrecy Capacity was provided, allowing for the exact calculation of the maximum achievable secrecy rate for an upper-bound value of Outage Probability. This was accomplished via a Taylor series approximation of the exponential function, which was proven to be reliable for realistic values of the Secrecy Rate. In [19, 20] , the impact of user location (in relation to colluding eavesdropper(s)) on WITS robustness was addressed. However, the user movement was not taken into consideration, especially in a propagation environment with obstacles, a notion that falls into place with fundamental theoretical assumption of quasistatic Rayleigh fading for the WITS scheme. Moreover, the lack of central infrastructure calls for more specific inquiry.
Moving Users in Autonomic Network
In [21] , the impact of user mobility on the boundaries of secure communications was addressed, in relation to the boundaries of secure communication from a physical layer standpoint. More specifically, the impact of the approaching eavesdropper on the decrease of the Probability of Nonzero Secrecy Capacity and Outage Secrecy Capacity (maximum Secrecy Rate for a given threshold of Outage Probability and a given average SNR for the legitimate receiver) was examined.
The ad hoc nodes employ a mobility model that realistically simulates mission critical situations [22, 23] . Physical obstacles are an indispensable part of the area under study. The destination points are selected by the nodes randomly based on a uniform distribution. Each node can move to every point in the network area as long as it does not reside within the boundaries of an obstacle. When a destination point is chosen, the node moves its way around the obstacles following a recursive procedure. If there is an obstacle in the way, the node sets as its next intermediate destination the vertex of the obstacle's edge directly visible that is closest to the destination and repeats the same process all over again with starting point its initial position and destination the chosen vertex. Otherwise, the node follows this direct line to get to the desired destination.
The Distance Ratio Factor (DRF) was defined as the distance ratio before and after user movement:
where d M is the distance between the transmitter and the legitimate receiver after user movement, and d W is the distance between the transmitter and the eavesdropper after user movement as well. A low-speed moving scenario was considered (discarding any chances of Doppler spread effect), where a malicious user is approaching the static transmitter in the presence of an equally static legitimate receiver with a constant velocity u for a time window Δt: 
Figure 1: Probability of Nonzero Secrecy Capacity for DRF > 1.
The Probability of Nonzero Secrecy Capacity and Outage Secrecy Capacity before and after user movement were expressed in terms of the DRF as
,
where C out (p) is the Outage Secrecy Capacity (maximum Secrecy Rate) after user movement, p is the Outage Probability threshold (upper-bound), and R s is the Secrecy Rate before user movement.
Results proved, as shown in Figure 1 , that by reducing the original separation from the transmitter, the eavesdropper can achieve a radical decrease in P(C s > 0). If the mobility scheme and the user velocity are known, we can calculate the time window in which this decrease is accomplished. The impact of user (eavesdropper) movement on Outage Secrecy Capacity further confirms that if the legitimate receiver remains static, then the Secrecy Rate would require, before the eavesdropper's movement, unrealistically large values so that there will be a marginally nonzero Secrecy Rate after the movement. The results are depicted in Figure 2 , where a suboptimal scheme has been considered in terms of Outage Probability (upper-bound at 0.3) and average main channel SNR (10 dB).
The above confirms that eavesdropper's movement towards the transmitter compromises the WITS scheme, as long as the legitimate receiver remains static, and eavesdropper movement does not alter the main channel characteristics. In order to provide measurements for this scenario, a test-bed has been implemented so that realistic values of Probability of Nonzero Secrecy Capacity could be provided for an outdoor environment in the presence of obstacles. The topology and measurements acquisition are described in the following section. 
Measurements Topology and Acquisition
An autonomic network consisting of three users was set up for the purposes of the experimental measurements. Three laptops equipped with embedded 802.11n wireless adapters created an ad hoc network: the first laptop served as transmitter, the second laptop was the legitimate receiver, and the third laptop was the passive eavesdropper. Without loss of generality, the total EIRP of transmitting laptop was at 10 dBm. Both receivers (legitimate and eavesdropper) were equipped with the NetStumbler software that provides received power values for any given wireless network (802.11) in range [24] . In our scenario, both the transmitter and the legitimate receiver (quasistatic Rayleigh fading for main channel) were considered to be static, and the eavesdropper is allowed to move, in the presence of obstacles.
All measurements were conducted in the campus of the University of Patras. Three different schemes were considered: two OLOS (Obstructed-Line-of-Sight) case studies, depicted in Figure 3 , and one NLOS (Non-Line-of-Sight) scenario, depicted in Figure 4 . Since WITS requires quasistatic Rayleigh fading for both main and wiretap channel, no LOS scheme was considered. In all cases, the (low-speed) movement of the eavesdropper (depicted by the dotted line whereas the arrow points the direction of movement) does not have any impact on the main channel characteristics. In Figure 3 , T3 and T4 represent transmitter's locations for each OLOS scheme, and all other locations mark legitimate receiver positions. Locations C3 and D3 are in higher ground level than the movement of the eavesdropper (red dotted line) so that the main channel characteristics are not altered. Average SNR for both the main and the wiretap channel was calculated considering a noise-interference level of −85 dBm (for all schemes), based on actual commercial (COTS) systems (802.11g Wi-Fi) operating at the same frequency as the ad hoc 802.11n network within range. Environmental noise was considered −98 dBm (all schemes).
Results and Discussion
The notations Xxy (i.e., X31) refer to eavesdropper's locations, sampled from the trajectory of the eavesdropper's movement in each scheme. All possible combinations between main channel and eavesdropper average SNRs were considered and the respective Probability of Nonzero Secrecy Capacity has been determined.
As it can be seen from the results, average received power levels are in the nW scale. Average SNR for both main and wiretap channel range from a few dB above zero up to almost 30 dB. Therefore, the calculated values of Probability of Nonzero (strictly positive) Secrecy Capacity range from worst-case (a value of 0,003) where the WITS scheme is largely compromised (γ M γ W ), up to 0,995, where γ M γ W . As in the case of OLOS-1 (T3) scheme, the average received power levels remains in the nW scale, with slightly lower values than the first case. This is due to the fact that whereas this is still an OLOS scenario, the existence of dense plantation (trees with large branches of leaves) that meddles with the signal path adds to the shadowing and the attenuation of the transmitted signal. This is evident in the legitimate receiver locations B4, C4, D4, and E4. As in the first OLOS scheme for location A3, locations A4 and F4 are considered to be behind the building surface in relation to the transmitter. However, the knife-edge diffraction effect deems this an OLOS case instead of a classic NLOS scheme.
In addition, the trajectory of the eavesdropper's movement (walking speed) was considered to be even further from the transmitter. Again, the eavesdropper low-speed movement does not cause any Doppler spread phenomena and does not alter the main channel characteristics. Average SNR values for both legitimate receiver and eavesdropper range significantly from a few dB's up to nearly 30 dB, and the calculated values of Probability of Nonzero (strictly positive) Secrecy Capacity, presented in Table 4 , range from worstcase (a value of 0,006), where the WITS scheme is largely compromised (γ M γ W ), up to 0,909, where γ M γ W . Finally, the NLOS scenario is presented in Figure 4 . The transmitter is fixed in location T5 whereas the legitimate receiver is situated in locations A5, B5, C5, and D5. All four locations comply with classic NLOS scenario, with D5 compensating for being behind the building with the fact that the transmitted signal penetrates the glass doors of front (left-side) and back entrance (right-side) of the building, thus reducing the attenuation that would be caused in the case of wall penetration. The eavesdropper follows the trajectory shown in Figure 4 . Two sampled locations have been acquired along the movement. As it can be seen from Table 5 , the NLOS scheme is evidently different than the two OLOS case studies in terms of average received power, which is in pW levels. Table 6 provides the average SNR combinations and the respective calculated values of Probability of Nonzero (strictly positive) Secrecy Capacity.
Conclusions
Three different case studies in consistence within the OLOS/NLOS scenario were examined for an autonomic network of low-speed moving nodes (laptops connected via 802.11n ad hoc network). Additive noise and interference levels were considered to be −85 dBm for all scenarios, based on environmental noise assumption of −98 dBm and recorded interference from other operating 802.11g networks in the same frequency (2.4 GHz) within range. The NetStumbler software was used for acquisition of average received power levels.
The first OLOS scheme took into consideration knifeedge diffraction and obstruction of signal path whereas sampling eavesdropper locations along a movement trajectory. Average received power levels were in nW scale and all possible average SNR combinations provided calculated values of Probability of Nonzero (strictly positive) Secrecy Capacity ranging from worst-case, where the WITS scheme is compromised and deemed inappropriate, up to best-case, where P(C s > 0) ∼ = 1.
The second OLOS scheme took into consideration dense plantation shadowing that leads to further signal attenuation, still however in nW scale. Finally, the NLOS scheme offered classic NLOS cases and demonstrated a radical decrease in average received power values, in pW scale whereas calculated values of Probability of Nonzero (strictly positive) Secrecy Capacity still ranged from worst-case to best-case. This leads us to the conclusion that a severe degeneration of the channel topology and characteristics does not necessarily compromise the WITS scheme in terms of Probability of Nonzero (strictly positive) Secrecy Capacity, as long as this degeneration applies for both the legitimate receiver and the eavesdropper. The most critical factor in WITS is the relative locations of both users in reference to the transmitter that holds a definitive impact on the robustness of the WITS scheme, confirming our theoretical assumptions and findings.
It is also evident, as shown in Table 7 , that our theoretical assumptions are also confirmed from these experimental measurements. In each scheme, average main channel SNR is slightly lower than average wiretap channel SNR (eavesdropper) and has an overall value of slightly above 10 dB, which was our theoretical main channel SNR assumption [21] . Also P(C s > 0) has an overall average value of 0,361, confirming the WITS notion [9, 10] that when γ M < γ W , Perfect Secrecy is achievable for Rayleigh fading channels instead of the classic Gaussian wiretap scenario, albeit with a possibility less than 0.5.
Future Work
The experimental measurements acquired in this work provide some more open issues for immediate research in the field of Wireless Information-Theoretic Security. The issue of shadowing needs to be furthermore inquired. Sitespecific measurements and channel modeling have led to an empirical method for calculation of shadowing deviation based on obstacles meddling with the signal path [25] , providing a novel approach for an accurate large-scale consideration of shadowing phenomena. The method was originally implemented for indoor topologies at 2.4 GHz but is valid for any topology and any frequency in question. This should be taken into consideration for the mathematical expressions of WITS key parameters.
In addition, as proven from the OLOS and NLOS topologies examined in this paper, interference from other operating networks in the same frequency needs to be taken into consideration in the SNR denominator. In the case of nonuniform interference for all concerned users of the network, a noise-interference factor needs to be implemented into the mathematical expressions of WITS key parameters, and the impact of its numerical variation (for realistic scenarios) on the WITS reliability needs to be thoroughly examined.
Finally, the issue of Doppler spread should be addressed for higher values of the user velocity, where both the channel characteristics and the Secrecy Rate are affected by Doppler shift.
